
D2017. To celebrate the milestone, the company has intro-

Developed by John Hopkins Unlimited Inc., the Duration Fil-

elements. Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, USA, John Hop-
kins Unlimited manufactures the Duration Filtration System for 

-
tion for natural gas engines,” said John Hopkins, president and 
founder of John Hopkins Unlimited Inc. “After years of real-
world testing, we found that the make and model of the engine 
didn’t matter. It works on high-speed and low-speed engines 
– Caterpillar, Clark, Cooper, Delaval, Jenbacher, Waukesha, and 
White Superior. We have installed the Duration System onto 

oil, hot oil, amine, glycol, saltwater disposal, inlet gas, and water 
jacket applications. The Duration Filtration System can replace 

elements whatsoever.”
The Duration Filtration System is comprised of three com-

each component and is typically used in engine applications. 

and is typically used in process applications such as inlet 
gas, amine, water jacket, glycol, and saltwater disposal. The 

required ASME codes for the application into which the sys-
tem is being installed.

-

wire mesh systems, and others. Filtration properties are avail-
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BUILT TO LAST



Continued on page 52

able from 10 microns to as large as needed and differential 
pressures as high as 250 DP.

-

-

-
-

The magnet is a stainless steel tube magnet that pulls metal 

-

-
shooting tool. “The magnet can identify problems faster than 

-

-

-
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DURATION FILTRATION SYSTEM ADDS 25-YEAR 
WARRANTY TO ITS FILTER ELEMENT

Shown here in an inlet gas 
application, the Duration 
Filtration System is a solids 
ltration system with no 

disposable elements. 



According to Hopkins, the idea is to have one element for 
everything. “If an operator has 60 engines in a plant, they will 

engine manufacturer. If they have any application and are run-

-

mechanic comes in to do planned maintenance, they pull the 

or any other process, it is clean,” said Hopkins.

-
ample, if an operator has a pig coming in, they may need to put in 

-

“Everyone is looking for ways to save money,” said Hopkins. 

“This is an area where we can save them a lot of money. In a 

welded material, dirt, and everything that will come through. 

costs for the year go to zero. Another facility with nearly the 
same horsepower had costs of US$900,000 just in purchasing 

-

-

-
tration System eliminates purchasing, time to drain, and dispos-
al costs; it reduces storage requirements and saves companies a 

The housing for the lter ele-
ment can be designed to meet 
all required ASME codes for 
the application in which the 
system is being installed.

The magnet  is a stainless steel tube magnet that pulls metal particles from the system (left). The lter element is a bag-type lter made 
of 316L stainless steel (right).




